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Piacenza, Italy: December 18th, 2018
Nordmeccanica, the largest manufacturer of coating and laminating machinery serving the
flexible packaging industry, has announced an agreement with ePac Flexible Packaging to
acquire 10 solvent less “Super Simplex SL e800” laminators. ePac will deploy the units as it rolls
out its expansion plans for a total 15 manufacturing plants by the end of 2019.
A signing ceremony was held at the Corporate offices in Piacenza, Italy during the celebration of
Nordmeccanica’s 40th Anniversary. The order represents the largest ever recorded in the flexible
packaging industry for solvent less laminators. The relationship between the two companies
dates back to the opening of ePac’s first plant in May of 2016 in Madison, WI. Since then, ePac
has exclusively used Nordmeccanica laminators in its: Boulder, CO; Miami, FL; Chicago, IL, and
Austin TX locations.
“Nordmeccanica has been proudly serving with laminators the business of digital printing since
the early days of the technology. Solvent less has been the lamination technology of choice for
players in the digital arena thanks to no emissions, low energy consumption, and the ability to
serve multiple digital presses with a single off-line laminator”, said Nordmeccanica’s President
Antonio Cerciello.
Added Virag Patel, ePac‘s Chief Operating Officer: “Nordmeccanica worked closely with us to
configure a machine that met our specific requirements and compliments our service delivery
model for rapid job turnaround. We’re also evaluating downstream coating and combi solutions
to add cold seal/spot embellishments.”
Picture: Nordmeccanica’s President Antonio Cerciello and ePAC’s COO Virag Patel signing the
supply agreement at the Piacenza Corporate offices of Nordmeccanica. Standing, left to right:
Giancarlo Caimmi, Commercial Sales Director, Nordmeccanica, Alfredo Cerciello, VP Finance
Nordmeccanica, Parag Patel, CIO/Interim CFO ePac, Vincenzo Cerciello VP Technology,
Nordmeccanica.
About Nordmeccanica:
Nordmeccanica, with over 300 machines delivered yearly, is the largest manufacturer of Coating
and Laminating machinery, featuring a product line of innovative metallizers for paper and films.
Active in the industry for 40 years, with over 3500 machines installed globally, Nordmeccanica
innovation has marked the history of our industry for decades introducing new technologies and
highly performing machinery.
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Nordmeccanica has operations in Europe, Asia, North and South America.
www.nordmeccaica.com

About ePac Flexible Packaging:
With locations across the United States, ePac is the industry leader in fast time to market, short
and medium run length flexible packaging. ePac is the first and only US based company based on
the latest in digital printing technology from Hewlett Packard, the HP Indigo 20000. ePac
enables brands of all sizes to launch products and promotions faster, while ordering to demand
to reduce inventory and obsolescence costs.
www.ePacFlexibles.com
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